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NO END TO SUFFERING TOUR 2011 – The Swedes VOMITORY conquering 

the Czech lands for the sixth time in this millennium  

This year’s truly loaded tour of the Swedish orthodox death metal icon VOMITORY shall contain 

downright two stops in our lands, Prague and Brno. Sunday 6.11.2011 in Prague Matrix club and 

Monday 7.11.2011 in Faval Music Circus in Brno, the Swedish dark avalanche will be there to 

witness for one’s own eyes and ears.    

The tour, promoting the current Vomitory album “Opus Mortis VII” released this April, is truly 

impressive, as from 28.10.2011 to 20.11.2011 Vomitory will perform each day across the whole 

Europe, starting in Germany, then moving to Netherlands, back to Germany, Czech Republic, 

Slovakia, Slovenia, Austria, Italy, France, Switzerland, ending in Belgium. The band thus proves it 

is alive and kicking, as well as that the death metal is indeed a healthy lifestyle, since this year is the 

22
nd

 anniversary of Vomitory’s existence.   

During the tour, Vomitory will be supported by two other bands, by the Dutch brutal death 

metal force PROSTITUTE DISFIGUREMENT and by the American black-death metal band 

SOLACE OF REQUIEM.   

Prostitute Disfigurement plays ultra, even horror death metal (the name of the band itself is a 

reminiscence of Jack the Ripper) with all the trimmings and back home belongs to the iconic death 

metal bands. Solace of Requiem on the other hand combines death metal with black, doom, trash, 

jazz, rock and with other musical forms.  

On both Czech shows, this trinity will be joined by the Czech death metal icon 

TORTHARRY.  

In both case, Prague and Brno, the annihilation begins at 19:30, with entrance fee 220 CZK at 

Ticketstream presale, 300 CZK on site. Doors 18:30. Presale shall be launched shortly.  

Running order of bands: Solace of Requiem, Prostitute Disfigurement, Vomitory, Tortharry.  
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